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Recent implications of results from quantum information theory applied to black holes has led to
the confusing conclusions that requires either abandoning the equivalence principle (e.g. the firewall
picture), or the no-hair theorem (e.g. the fuzzball picture), or even more impalatable options.
The recent discovery of a pulsar orbiting a black hole opens up new possibilities for tests of theories
of gravity. We examine possible observational effects of semiclassical quantum gravity in the vicinity
of black holes, as probed by pulsars and event horizon telescope imaging of flares. Pulsar radiation
is observable at wavelengths only two orders of magnitude shorter than the Hawking radiation,
so precision interferometry of lensed pulsar images may shed light on the quantum gravitational
processes and interaction of Hawking radiation with the spacetime near the black hole. This paper
discusses the impact on the pulsar radiation interference pattern, which is observable through the
modulation index in the foreseeable future, and discusses a possible classical limit of BHC.
PACS numbers: 97.60.Gb,04.70.Dy
Introduction – The recent discovery of PSRJ1745-
2900[1–3] orbiting the galactic center black hole opens up
new possibilities for precision tests of gravity. It allows us
to investigate possible outcomes as its orbit is mapped,
and possible quantum deviations from standard Einstein
gravity.
It has proven challenging to find experimental conse-
quences of quantum gravitational effects. At the same
time, precision experimental probes of classical general
relativity have a dearth of alternate theories to compare
with.
In this letter, we explore possible semi-classical con-
sequences of pulsar-black hole binaries and flares in the
galactic center black hole accretion flow. This is meant
to stimulate concrete discussions of quantum mechanics
applied to gravitational systems in scenarios that may be
testable in the foreseeable future.
Motivation – The quantum mechanical nature of black
holes has provided a fruitful testbed for thought experi-
ments and discussions. Hawking’s calculation led to the
possibility of black hole radiation and evaporation. The
radiation appears thermal, and appears not to depend
on the interior of the black hole, or its formation history.
This leads to the well known information loss problem[4].
Historically the resolution of the problem included vi-
olation of unitarity (i.e. causality), or the possibility of
remnants. String theory is a constructive example which
is unitary and contains the same black hole entropy and
evaporation, and no remnants. In this context, the reso-
lution of the paradox has to lie in the purity of Hawking
radiation vs the breakdown of the equivalence principle
near the horizon. As discussed in [5] (hereafter AMPS), a
modification of Hawking radiation purity requires macro-
scopic changes in space-time of order unity outside the
Scharzschild radius (see also [6] for a complementary
view). Different groups arrive at opposite aesthetic con-
clusions from this line of reasoning: the firewall[5] pic-
ture maintains radiation purity, and instead sacrifices the
equivalence principle for infalling observers, who burn up
at the horizon, thus preventing them from measuring vi-
olations of quantum mechanics. The fuzzball picture ex-
plores the opposite path[7]: the Hawking photons are
emitted by a substantially non-Scharzschild geometry,
but classical observers see a general relativistic spacetime
including the equivalence principle on both sides of the
horizon. This latter framework is consistent with prin-
ciple of Black Hole Complementarity[8] (BHC, see also
the Fuzzball interpretation of BHC[7]), that the classical
and quantum pictures depend on the nature of the mea-
surement. Spefically, low energy probes, such as Hawk-
ing radiation or grazing pulsar radiation, would be sub-
ject to the quantum nature, while high energy probes,
including protons, stars, and other likely matter see a
classical space-time. In this Letter we follow this sce-
nario to explore possible consequences for quantum mea-
surement using pulsar radiation, which provide realistic
probes of BHC, using wavelengths comparable in energy
to the Hawking radiation. This opens up the possibil-
ity of testing physics using real experiments instead of
aesthetic considerations.
Pulsars are highly compact, very bright light sources
and exquisite clocks, enabling precision measurements of
space-time. A pulsar orbiting a black hole provides a
scenario which accentuates potential experimental out-
comes. Very recently, the first candidate has been discov-
ered [1–3], likely orbiting the galactic center black hole.
While the orbital parameters are not known to the au-
thor, there is a possibility that its orbit in projection
passes close behind the black hole, such that a gravita-
tionally lensed image becomes visible. Depending on or-
bital parameters, such a conjunction could take decades
to occur during which time more pulsar-black hole bina-
ries may be discovered. In addition to the galactic centre
supermassive black-hole pulsar binary, ten double neu-
2tron star systems are known, and discovery of a pulsar-
stellar mass black hole binary appears likely[9]. For pur-
poses of this discussion, slow and fast pulsars are both
suitable, with slow pulsars dominating the predicted pop-
ulations. This is one of the goals of the planned Square
Kilometer Array[22].
Strong Gravitational Lensing – We consider the dy-
namics of a pulsar orbiting a black hole. As a pulsar
passes behind a black hole, multiple images of the pulsar
appear. In the weak field limit, one sees two images. This
phenomenon is called “strong lensing”. In the strong field
regime, an infinite number of exponentially fainter im-
ages appear [10, 11]. In this section, we will confine our
discussion to the two images under “weak field” strong
gravitational lensing.
We will consider the regime where the pulsar is many
Schwarzschild radii behind the black hole, and the weak
field limit applies, with only small perturbations. The
pulsar radiation is lensed by the black hole’s gravitational
field, which is well described by geometric optics. We
first review the geometric optics, and then estimate the
interference pattern of this double-slit experiment.
Generally, the brighter image is further away from the
black hole, and less affected by post Einsteinian effects.
This two image scenario is much like a quantum double
slit experiment. The wavelength of the photons is not
drastically different from that of the thermally emitted
Hawking radiation photons, and is expected to probe the
low energy limit.
A background source always has two images: one inside
the Einstein radius, which we call the interior image, and
one outside the Einstein radius, the exterior image. The
Einstein radius is defined in [12]:
θE =
√
rsDds
Dd
, (1)
where the Scharzschild radius rs = 2GM/c
2, Dds is the
distance from the black hole to the pulsar, and Dd is
the distance to us. We are considering the limit where
rs ≪ Dds ≪ Dd. From here onward, we will use units
where the speed of light c = 1. The apparent image
positions for a source at angular separation β are at
θ± =
1
2
(
β ±
√
β2 + 4θ2
E
)
(2)
with magnifications
µ± =
u2 + 2
2u
√
u2 + 4
± 1
2
(3)
where u = β/θE [13]. For large separations, the interior
image gets faint as 1/u4, while the exterior image goes
to its unlensed brightness. The time delay between the
two images is
∆t = rs
[
1
2
u
√
u2 + 4 + ln
√
u2 + 4 + u√
u2 + 4− u
]
(4)
We now consider potential fuzzball corrections to this
standard picture. In Scharzschild coordinates, the metric
is
ds2 = −[1− ψ(r)]dt2 + [1− ψ(r)]−1dr2 + r2dΩ (5)
with ψ(r) = rs/r. For a light source many rs away,
the lensing equation depends on the projected potential
ϕ(θ) = 2Dds
D2
d
∫
ψ(
√
(θDd)2 + z2)dz. We consider a gen-
eral multipole expansion of the potential, which in pro-
jection becomes
ϕ(θ, φ) = θ2E ln(θ/θE) + θ
2
E
∑
m
amθ
m
s cos[m(φ− φm)]
θm
,
(6)
with the apparent Schwarzschild radius θs=rs/Dd. We
define the ratio b ≡ θE/θs, which is the impact parameter
of the lensed image in units of Schwarzschild radii. The
generic orbit has b≫ 1, and our data probes θ ∼ θE . At
these large radii, the low m harmonics dominate. Since
the deviations to the space-time are of order unity near
the horizon, one expects am to be order unity, and by
isotropy the φm are uniformly distributed. In a firewall
picture, all coefficients am = 0.
The lowest order perturbation is a dipole, m = 1. This
is analogous to a displacement of the black hole position
by a Schwarzschild radius. This results in a variation of
time delay
δ∆t = α
rs
b
(7)
for a order unity proportionality constant α.
In a fuzzball scenario, the delayed pulse will appear
broadened: its pulse profile will appear wider, convolved
by the distribution of delays from the different multi-
pole perturbations. While the actual separation of im-
ages may be challenging to resolve in angle, the delays
are readily observable. As in interstellar plasma lensing,
the multiple images interfere constructively and destruc-
tively when observed in a single dish telescope[14]. For
time estimates, we will scale to a solar mass black hole.
When applied to the galactic center supermassive black
hole, we will explicitly state that. Typical pulsars have
the most sensitive detections at ∼ GHz. In a classical
black hole, this results in a very precise measurement of
delay and dopplershift: with a 1 GHz bandwidth, de-
lays are measurable to a nanosecond. The characteristic
delay ∆t for a solar mass black hole is several microsec-
onds, and expected fuzzball fluctuations smaller by b.
For a given set of orbital parameters, the fringe pattern
is fully determined, and can be tracked. After shifting
the self-interference pattern by the geometric delay, one
is sensitive to the stochastic quantum fluctuations in time
delay (7), which induce phase differences of order unity
for b . 1000.
To estimate the observational signature, we consider a
pulsar orbiting a 10 M⊙ BH, at 4 × 104rS . The orbital
3FIG. 1: Pulsar modulation index. The aesthetic choice of
“no-hair” is thought to result in a firewall, with classical mod-
ulation index shown by the solid line. The alternative choice
embracing a equivalence/complementarity principle, and thus
rejecting the firewall, could lead to the dashed line, where the
modulation index is reduced due to exterior quantum effects.
period is 2 hours, and gravitational radiation decay time
∼ 107 yr, comparable to the life time of a slow pulsar
(the most common type[15]). We use an inclination of
a quarter degree, which leads to conjunction at one Ein-
stein radius. The modulation index h[16] resulting from
the interference pattern depends on the orbital phase,
and is shown in Figure 1. We model the phase change
in (7) as a Gaussian random field, which changes every
dynamical time. For illustration convenience, we took
the prefactor α ∼ 0.4. In a future data set, one could fit
for α from the data. The first principles computation of
α is beyond the scope of this Letter, which we leave as
a future exercise. We used an observing wavelength of
λ = 20m, the low end of the LOFAR[23] telescope. If the
equivalence principle is obeyed, the modulation index is
decreased, as is apparent in this picture. The fractional
effect is smallest at superior conjunction, when the inner
image is the furthest from the black hole, and thus has
the least quantum effects.
PSRJ1745-2900 is currently about 1 million
Scharzschild radii away from the galactic center
black hole, in projection. If its orbit is inclined within
0.1% to the line of sight, gravitational lensing effects
become order unity. In this particular system, plasma
scattering decoheres the radiation by δts ∼ (GHz/ν)4
sec, and at frequencies of ∼ THz the scattering becomes
negligible. It is not known how bright the pulsar is at
THz frequencies. The ALMA[24] telescope might detect
the pulsar at these frequencies. The gravitationally
lensed images will form an interference pattern if the
emission size is less than ∼ λθE/θs, or about 1m. Some
pulsar emission, for example Crab giant pulses, are
thought to come from regions sufficiently compact to
scintillate. Current plasma lensing limits the emission
size to be less than about a kilometer [17, 18]. There
is about a 0.1% chance that this pulsar will have a
favourable orientation to test quantum gravity. It would
seem prudent to search for more black-hole pulsar
candidates, encouraged by the discovery of this first one.
One might worry that plasma effects confuse quantum
gravity. While the presence of plasma lensing could cer-
tainly overwhelm gravitational lensing in some systems,
this should not lead to a misidentification: plasma dis-
persion depends on wavelength squared, while gravita-
tional lensing is achromatic. Should one find a strong
wavelength dependence of the effect, one would need
to find a new and cleaner system with less plasma. It
seems unlikely to cause a gravitational misinterpretation.
Holography of propagation effects can be used to remove
plasma distortions, or even be used constructively to re-
solve the gravitationally lensed images, enabling a direct
measure of phase coherence[17, 19].
To summarize the observational test of pulsar lens-
ing phase coherence: According to firewall supporters,
the BHC picture predicts that the interior image under-
goes substantial phase changes, of order rs/b. For wave-
length longer than that, the interference pattern should
be obervable, and for shorter wavelengths, it should
weaken and disappear. In the course of the orbit, this
will change, with the fractional BHC impact minimized
during conjunction (assuming conjunction is outside the
einstein radius). Finite emission size could also lead to an
absence of an interference pattern. This has a different
dependence on lensing geometry, so again seems unlikely
to mimic the BHC signal.
Accretion Flow Flares The Event Horizon Telescope
(EHT)[25] could image radiation emitted by the plasma
near the horizon of the galactic center black hole This
flow is known to be unsteady, with flares and other phe-
nomena, that are strongly lensed[20]. As for the pulsar
case, the accretion flow and flare are classical objects, and
expected to follow the classical dynamics. The low energy
photons emitted from the flare are low energy probes, and
subject to interaction in BHC. Here, the effects would be
large. In a fuzzball picture, the interior lensed image
would appear extended, i.e. fuzzy. Normally, this fainter
image, the one closer to the black hole, is smaller due to
conservation of surface brightness. The opposite could
happen in a fuzzball picture: any lensed image would
maintain a constant minimum size θs ∼ 20µ” due to the
fuzziness. For a flare smaller than this size, deviations
will be observable.
EHT experiments are unlikely to show interference be-
tween lensed images, since accretion disk emission is gen-
4erally extended. Here, the test would rely on localized
flares, where multiple strongly lensed images would be
visible, and time profiles are observables.
Discussion– The lensing framework gives a simplified
picture to discuss Hawking radiation entanglement. In-
stead of the typical exp(10∼80) microstates, we can focus
on the low order multipoles, reducing the variables to
a1, θ1. To clarify the situtation further, we consider a
further restricted subspace: φ1 = 0, with the axis cho-
sen such that the classical interior lensed image is at
φ = 0. We will further restrict a1 ∈ {−1, 1}, i.e. a 2-state
system |+〉 , |−〉, and consider a pure state black hole.
Any incoming photon state becomes entangled with the
perturbed lensing eigenstates: |i〉 = α |+, ↑〉 + β |−, ↓〉,
where |α|2 + |β|2 = 1. It may be perturbed outward
(↑) or inward(↓), resulting in a different phase delay as
discussed above. An ensemble of photons, as expected
from pulsars or flares, is projected one photon at a time.
This has some analogies to Stern-Gerlach space quantiza-
tion, with the distinction that here the deflection field is
quantum mechanical, perhaps like SQUID quantum su-
perposition experiments[21]. The photon becomes effec-
tively entangled with the fuzzball. For a static fuzzball,
whose eigenstates are not spherically symmetric, the in-
terference pattern is affected. When we then add the
degrees of freedom that the perturbations not discrete,
we see the persistence of quantum perturbations due to
non-commutation of propagation operators and fuzzball
eigenstates.
In any matter flow, for example an orbiting neutron
star or accretion flow, one needs to compare the rate at
which particles exchange energy with each other, com-
pared to the differential energy shift from the fuzzball
entanglement. For a star the outcome is clear: its large
internal degrees of freedom lead to decoherence, and they
probe an average space-time, which is Schwarzschild. For
the flare under consideration, the fact that a lensing mea-
surement requires the flare to be small compared to its or-
bital radius, requires its self-interaction to be larger than
the differential tidal effect, and the flare is also treated
classically. This interpretation differs slightly from the
commonly stated BHC picture about energy: a high en-
ergy photon may still be seeing a quantum space time,
while an infalling observer with sufficient complexity to
be considered classical, will see the classical space-time.
An interesting intermediate question would be the trajec-
tory of a complex composite particle, such as a proton.
Its constituent strongly interacting gluons and quarks
might each probe a different space-time, and the full pro-
ton would see an averaged effect, closer to classical.
This analysis combines uncertain speculation from op-
posite opinion camps on the nature of black hole evapo-
ration, namely the firewall group and the fuzzball group.
We caution that the scenario is by no means inevitable,
even in a fuzzball picture it is not clear that the O(1)
variation of the space-time coefficients This was argued
by AMPS as a weakness of the fuzzball picture.
Summary.– We have explored semiclassical quantum
effects of black holes. A pulsar black hole binary pro-
vides a concrete setup where such effects might become
observable. This proposed experiment distinguishes be-
tween classical measurements, such as a star orbiting a
black hole, and quantum measurements, such as the in-
terference of two light paths bent by the gravitational
field of the black hole. The interference pattern could be
changed by the quantum nature of the black hole if the
resolution of the Hawking paradox lies in the non-purity
of Hawking radiation. The outcome is speculative in na-
ture, and is hoped to stimulate further investigation of
non-Einsteinian outcomes of strong lensing experiments.
We have argued that the recent pulsar-black hole sys-
tem, and likely more future discoveries, allow us to probe
new aspects of quantum gravity. At least, until the ideal
pulsar-black hole system is discovered it provides a new
sandbox to test ideas, to answer questions about comple-
mentarity and the interaction of Hawking radiation with
space-time.
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